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EDITORIAL COMMENT 

THE SOCIAL VALUE OF HISTORICAL MEMORIALS 

The psalmist gave us a portion of the argument for his- 
torical memorials when he sang: "One generation shall 
praise thy works to another, and shall declare thy mighty 
acts." He was speaking, indeed, not to men but to his 
peculiar god Jahveh, and it was the works of his god that 
were to be celebrated through the ages. But this ancient 
deity performed his memorable deeds, in part at least, in- 
directly through the agency of mortal devotees. Even un- 
der our Christian dispensation God is identified with good. 
Deeds which are incontestably and highly beneficial re- 
ceive the credit of being inspired by heaven; persons whose 
virtues transcend those of ordinary men are children of God. 
And we are plainly told: "The memory of the just is 
blessed; but the name of the wicked shall rot." (Prov. 
10: 7). Jacob set up a pillar to mark the spot where Je- 
hovah spoke to him in the way. But in like manner he 
erected a memorial at the grave of his faithful wife Rachel. 

The idea which gives rise to monuments appears to be 
instinctive in all races and all cultures. The native tribes 
who occupied the area of our own state raised mounds or 
carved out strange figures in the surface of the earth. The 
Alaskans set up curiously wrought totems. The later 
Romans left busts of the master and mistress over the gates 
of their villas. They built stone monuments to mark the 
sites of important military triumphs, and placed temples 
over the places where, according to their mythology, gods 
and heroes trod the earth. The record of man's warfare 
against oblivion appears not alone in a million parchments 
and folios, but in the obelisk of Heliopolis, the pyramid of 
Gizeh, the inscribed surface of the Rock of Behistun, the 
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temple of Castor and Pollux, and the ruins of once glorious 
cathedrals raised over the mortal remains of canonized 
saints. 

Coming to later times and to our own land, we find at 
Old Jamestown a monument to Pocahontas, on Plymouth 
Rock an inscription celebrating the landing of the Pilgrims, 
in Boston a memorial of the Battle of Bunker Hill, in 
Washington the noblest of all the heaven-piercing shafts to 
preserve in ourselves and the world the memory of our na- 
tion's founder. From Fraunce's Tavern, near the boat land- 
ing in New York City, where graven in enduring bronze is 
the now sacred record of Washington's farewell to his gen- 
erals, to the far-off river bank in Oregon, where stands the 
pillar bearing the names of those who erected the first gov- 
ernment on the Pacific, there are thousands of memorial 
tablets, on buildings, on boulders, on granite shafts or con- 
crete bases. 

When we ask the reason underlying the great and grow- 
ing interest in such memorials, no better answer occurs to 
us than is contained in the words of Montalembert, uttered 
almost a century ago, "Long memories make great peo- 
ples." The universal preoccupation with the things of the 
moment is a recognized weakness of our common humanity. 
'The world, indeed, as the poet said, "is too much with us." 
Its cares, anxieties, loves, hates, jealousies; its sorrows and 
its joys, make up very nearly the sum total of the natural 
man's mental and spiritual reactions. Ordinary conversa- 
tion is but slightly charged with thought or tinged with 
imagination. "Most people," so runs a useful adage, "talk 
about persons, some talk about things, a few talk about 
subjects." The talk about persons is the gossip of the sew- 
ing circle, talk about things is the inanity of the Main 
Street house-party, talk about subjects is the soul-renewing 
experience of the intelligent or the wise. Men differ widely 
in their ability to get rid of "the world" temporarily by pro- 
jecting their minds either back over the ascertainable life of 
the past or forward into the mists which veil the potential 
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life of the future. Most men try to walk this tight-rope of 
a world without the balancing rod which knowledge of the 
past and interest in the future supply. No wonder the way 
is strewn with tragedies. 

Concern about the future is doubtless the highest duty 
of an enlightened citizenry, but anything that releases from 
the thralldom to the present is a step toward the attainment 
of intellectual wholeness. It is easier to cultivate interest in 
the past than to promote an attitude of intelligent social in- 
ventiveness toward the future. Men and women of power- 
ful constructive imaginations have arisen from time to time 
who, by concentrating on the problem of improving society 
in relation to its past and its present, have been able to per- 
form feats of statesmanship to which the world looks back 
with admiration and gratitude. Mankind as a whole are 
gradually-during the past hundred years rapidly-becom- 
ing more conscious of the future as the product of a de- 
velopmental process which can be predicted with some 
measure of certainty, and planned for with considerable 
confidence. The threads of that process can often be found 
deep buried in the past, and they can be followed, through 
all the tortuous windings of the social maze, to the present 
and thence projected forward. 

When about forty years ago Mr. H. G. Wells wrote 
his brilliant and suggestive essay on The Discovery of the 
Future, he was describing, he said, an attitude of mind 
which was essentially new and had been created mainly by 
the recently awakened interest in history. The world in 
earlier ages was commonly looked upon as something fixed, 
finished, and unalterable. States, churches, schools, mili- 
tary organizations, families, and tribes were regarded as 
static institutions. Hence the prime duty of the subject 
was to support the monarch in resisting change. "Unvary- 
ing as the law of the Medes and Persians" is a phrase de- 
scribing not alone the civilization of Mesopotamia, but that 
of Egypt, Asia Minor, and with more or less exactitude 
that of all other ancient and medieval peoples. Today all 
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this is changed. We accept as a commonplace the doctrine 
announced half a century ago by a great English ecclesi- 
astical historian, that "the roots of the present lie deep in 
the past," and the trained mind assumes toward social 
facts the attitude of an observer bent on interpreting tend- 
encies. In order to do so he marshals the facts held in 
memory, which he gained from historical records of one kind 
and another, compares them with what he sees in the life 
about him, estimates the forces controlling and driving them 
on, and plots the curve of their probable future course. 

The ideal citizen of a modern commonwealth is the his- 
torically minded man, such as we have just described him 
to be-one interested in the present, but also in the past and 
perforce in the future. Unfortunately, not all of the adult 
generation have been trained as yet to the historical attitude 
any more than to the scientific attitude; and a new genera- 
tion is always coming on for whose education the active 
workers of the day are directly responsible. Besides, even 
the best of us need the intellectual challenge which thrills 
us when we behold history arrayed in unusual and dramatic 
garb. 

As one walks over Observatory Hill at the University 
and reads the tablets marking the "turtle mound" and the 
"bird effigy," a train of reflection is awakened which car- 
ries the mind far back into the dim past. One is tempted 
then in imagination to restore this region of southern Wis- 
consin to its pristine character-to remove cities, homes, 
fields, and roads, and replace the forests, prairie grass, and 
flowers; to substitute for our own civilization the life of 
barbarous tribes, with their wars, their trade and commerce, 
their relations with the whites, and their tragic overthrow 
by the grimly fighting hosts of our own people. Life is too 
much in one plane; it has length and breadth, but no depth. 
The shock of the historical inscription encountered at the 
turn of the road gives it a third dimension, rouses the imag- 
ination, stimulates the memory, and throws down the gaunt- 
let to the reason. 
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As the poor boy of the old school-book story learned to 
read words by spelling out the signs over the shop doors, so 
the unschooled or the imperfectly schooled in local and na- 
tional history can learn to read many a useful lesson from 
our country's youth time by conning the records inscribed 
on metal plates conveniently placed by the highway. 
Humanity in this age goes so much on pneumatic tires, that 
a road-side gallery of pictures from the past is bound to 
have a large educational significance. It will tend to de- 
velop the habit of recalling incidents of a more heroic if 
more primitive time; and "Long memories make great 
peoples." 

JOSEPH SCHAmE 
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